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[57] ABSTRACT 

Several embodiments are described for induced electric ?eld 
or E-?eld poling of QPM nonlinear crystal materials, such as 
LiNbO3, LiTaO3 and KTP, utilizing approaches Which, for 
the most part, avoid the necessity of depositing or otherwise 
forming a series of spatially disposed conductive electrodes 
on one surface of the nonlinear crystal material. E-?eld 
poling is accomplished by applying a high voltage electric 
?eld in excess, for example, in the range of several kilovolts 
per cm to several 100 kilovolts per centimeter, at room 
temperature to provide inverted domains in a pattern of 
continuously alternating domains corresponding to the 
regions formed on the ?rst Z surface of the crystal. The 
employment of single, planar-applied liquid electrodes is 
preferred eliminating any necessity of forming and remov 
ing previously formed metal electrodes in the poling pro 
cess. 

88 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets 
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PERIODIC ELECTRIC FIELD POLED 
CRYSTAL WAVEGUIDES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 
This application is a continuation application of provi 

sional application Ser. No. 60/010,618, ?led Jan. 26, 1996. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to the fabrication of 
periodic poled crystals, such as LiNbO3, LiTaO3 and KTP, 
for forming nonlinear Waveguides and more particularly to 
electric ?eld or E-?led poling of such crystals to achieve 
quasi-phase matching (QPM) periodic poling patterns in the 
crystal. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

There has been much Work for providing frequency 
conversion of the output from presently available laser diode 
sources to produce Wavelengths not readily available from 
these sources. The most attractive alternative for frequency 
conversion, such as frequency doubling, sum frequency 
generation and difference frequency generation, is quasi 
phase matching (QPM) of an input radiation beam or beams 
from a laser diode source and their harmonic Waves in 
second order optical crystals, such as inorganic crystals 
LiNbO3, LiTaO3 and KTP as Well as in organic materials, 
such as polymeric mediums. In the case of such crystals, the 
QPM conditions must be satis?ed betWeen the interacting 
Waves in order to achieve efficient nonlinear optical inter 
action. QPM alloWs interactions betWeen lightWaves or 
radiation polariZed such that the nonlinearity is maximiZed 
and alloWs interactions to occur in the crystal for Which 
birefringent phase matching is not possible. Compared to 
birefringent phase matching, QPM alloWs both access to 
neW Wavelengths and higher conversion ef?ciencies. Since 
the refractive index of the crystal is dependent upon Wave 
length of the light to be converted, it is necessary to provide 
a periodic inverted domain structure Within the crystal so as 
to have domains in the crystal of nonlinear optical coef?cient 
of periodic inverted sign, e.g., tWo or more regions or 
domains of different states of ferroelectric polariZation trans 
verse to the path of light to be converted. First order QPM 
requires sign reversals of the effective nonlinear coef?cient 
With a period equal to tWo coherence lengths. The light 
Waves produced by the nonlinear polariZation periodic pat 
tern in the crystal are in phase at the given Wavelength so 
that the Waves intensify each other. In particular, QPM 
alloWs nonlinear interactions betWeen Waves polariZed on 
the Z axis for Which the maximum nonlinear coef?cient or 
tensor, d33, is utiliZed. 

To date, the frequency conversion that is highly desirable 
is that Which generates visible light in the “blue” radiation 
spectrum, such as Wavelengths in the range of about 390 nm 
to 492 nm, Which has many applications such is in color 
display devices, color projectors and color printers. 

In practice, the ability to create ?nely spaced domains 
With sufficiently accurate periodicity and Well de?ned 
domain Walls in the crystal is a challenging, if not dif?cult, 
task to accomplish, particularly on a continuous yield basis. 
One of the earliest US. patents in the ?eld of applying an 
electric ?eld is the patent to R. C. Miller, US. Pat. No. 
3,407,309, Which issued in October, 1968. 

So far, there are presently several Ways to form the 
periodic domain pattern of desired spontaneous polariZation 
in the nonlinear crystal, i.e., processing regions or domains 
having a ferroelectric polariZation direction that is dominant 
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2 
over all other possible directions. These several Ways may 
be classi?ed, in part, as (1) inverted domain patterns of 
differing composition, i.e., by surface impurity diffusion or 
by ion exchange, (2) inverted domain patterns of same 
composition, i.e., electric ?eld treatment With or Without 
heat, and (3) inverted domains through periodic modulation 
during crystal groWth, i.e., current bias or temperature 
?uctuation treatment during crystal groWth (e.g., by a modi 
?ed CZochralski process) and (4) electron beam treatment. 
An example of the ?rst type of classi?cation is US. Pat. 

No. 5,036,220, noW reexamination certi?cate B1 5,036,220. 
The ?rst type of classi?cation is generally achieved by the 
introduction into or by the removal of material from the solid 
body of the crystal. Amost common example is titanium (Ti) 
diffusion through the Z+ surface of the crystal. The resulting 
inverted domain pattern is generally only possible in a 
shalloW surface layer and does not provide good vertical 
Wall boundaries in the crystal. 

Examples of the second type of classi?cation is US. Pat. 
Nos. 3,407,309 and 5,193,023 and the article W. K. Burns et 
al., entitled “Second Harmonic Generation in Field Poled, 
Quasi Phase Matched, Bulk LiNbO3”, IEEE Photonics 
Technology Letters, Vol. 6(2), pp. 252—254, February, 1994. 
The second type of classi?cation is generally achieved by 
the application of a high voltage, electric ?eld through the 
employment of a pattern of electrodes formed on one major 
surface of the crystal With a planar electrode formed on the 
opposite major surface of the crystal forming the opposing 
?eld electrode. The applied ?eld is pulsed or cW for a short 
period of time and is generally accompanied With an applied 
temperature such as above 100° C. The permanent inversion 
of the domains is accomplished by means of minute changes 
in ions in the unit lattice of the crystal due to the application 
of the electric ?eld. By “permanent”, What is meant is that 
the inverted domain pattern Will remain as long as the crystal 
is not subsequently reheated to high temperature near the 
Curie temperature of the crystal or subjected to any further 
high voltage ?elds. 

In about 1963, R. C. Miller recogniZed that inverted 
domains could be formed in ferroelectric crystals by cycling 
an applied electric ?eld to sWitch the spontaneous polariZa 
tion of the crystal to form inverted domains. US. Pat. No. 
5,193,023 teaches periodic poling, using a pattern of elec 
trodes on one side of a crystal and a planar electrode on the 
opposite side of the crystal across Which an electric ?eld is 
applied. In the examples of US. Pat. No. 5,193,023 Where 
an electric ?eld is employed, poling is accomplished in an 
atmosphere containing oxygen With an applied temperature 
in the range of 150° C. to 1200° C. and an applied voltage 
?eld of several hundreds of volts per centimeter or less. 
The ?eld inversion in US. Pat. No. 5,193,023 is accom 

plished at relatively loWer applied voltages, such as at 
several hundreds of volts per centimeter (or several kilovolts 
per centimeter When using pulse voltages) or less, since the 
crystal is heated to a sufficiently high temperature during the 
applied E-?eld process. HoWever, higher voltages can be 
successfully employed at room temperature, as demon 
strated in the articles of Jonas Webjorn et al., Quasi-Phase 
Matched Blue Light Generation in Bulk Lithium Niobate, 
Electrically Poled via Periodic Liquid Electrodes, Electronic 
Letters, Vol. 30(11), pp. 894—895, May 26, 1994 and “Elec 
tric Field Induced Periodic Domain Inversion in Nd3+ 
Diffused LiNbO3”, Electronic Letters, Vol. 30(25), pp. 
2135—2136, Dec. 8, 1994, Which are incorporated herein by 
reference. This second type of classi?cation, particularly as 
illustrated in US. Pat. No. 5,193,023, has also been dis 
counted by others in the past due to problems of electrod 
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iffusion or due to electrode contamination and migration of 
electrode contaminants into the crystal during the applica 
tion of an applied high volt-3 age ?eld. However, the 
employment of liquid electrodes can help avoid such 
problems, as disclosed in the articles of Jonas Webjorn et al., 
supra. 
Examples of the third type of classi?cation are, 

respectively, the articles of A Feisst et al., “Current Induced 
Periodic Ferroelectric Domain Structures in LiNbO3 
Applied for Ef?cient Nonlinear Optical Frequency Mixing”, 
Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 47(11), pp. 1125—1127, Dec. 1, 
1985 and Duan Feng et al., “Enhancement of Second 
Harmonic generation in LiNbO3 Crystals With Periodic 
Laminar Ferroelectric Domains”, Applied Physics Letters, 
Vol. 37(1), pp. 607—609, Oct. 1, 1980. 
An example for the fourth type of classi?cation is the 

article of H. Ito et al., “Fabrication of Periodic Domain 
Grating in LiNbO3 by Electron Beam Writing for Applica 
tion of Nonlinear Optical processes”, Electronic Letters, 
Vol. 27(14), pp. 1221—1222, Jul. 4, 1991. 

Of all of the foregoing classi?cations, the second type of 
classi?cation has been found the most successful from the 
standpoint of providing periodic domains that have accurate 
periodicity and substantially vertically formed domain Walls 
creating the nonlinear periodic Waveguide in the crystal. The 
use of the applied electric ?eld permits the formation of 
domains that have accurate periodicity and the domains are 
formed through the crystal forming domain Walls that have 
some parallelism With the Z axis of the crystal. HoWever, in 
the case of the second type as Well as all other types 
classi?ed, the processing only provides for shalloW domain 
structures that do not effectively extend through the crystal 
bulk and do not form vertical Wall boundaries for the formed 
inverted domains substantially parallel With the Z axis of the 
crystal. What is needed are high voltage processes that are 
room temperature applicable that provide for vertically 
formed domain Walls that extend in the Z axis direction 
through the crystal bulk Without Walkoff, i.e., capable of 
providing bulk frequency conversion, forming highly uni 
form periodicity, laterally extending domain patterns Which 
achieve ?rst order intervals over long crystal interaction 
lengths. 

Therefore, it is an object of this invention to provide a 
nonlinear frequency Waveguide converter that is fabricated 
by electric ?eld poling at room temperature. 

It is another object of this invention to provide for highly 
uniform periodicity, laterally extending domain patterns in 
ferroelectric crystal materials having ?rst order interval 
capability over long crystal interaction lengths. 

Another object of this invention is the provision of a 
process for high voltage ?eld poling at room temperature of 
a ferroelectric crystal material useful for bulk frequency 
conversion. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the foregoing objects of this invention, 
periodic electric ?eld induced poling is accomplished for 
ferroelectric crystals, such as LiNbO3, LiTaO3 and KTP, to 
form nonlinear Waveguides in the output for lightWave 
frequency conversion applications. 

According to this invention, a method of forming inverted 
domains in a nonlinear ferroelectric crystal is carried out by 
forming spatially disposed, conductive regions on a ?rst Z 
surface of the crystal that replicates the periodicity desired 
for the inverted domains to be formed, forming a conductive 
region on a second Z surface of the crystal and applying a 
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high voltage electric ?eld in excess, for example, in the 
range of several kilovolts per centimeter to several 100 
kilovolts per centimeter, at room temperature to provide 
inverted domains in a pattern of continuously alternating 
domains corresponding to the regions formed on the ?rst Z 
surface of the crystal. The patterning of the ?rst Z surface 
and E-?eld application to form the inverted domains may be 
accomplished in several different Ways. One such Way is by 
sensitiZing regions of the crystal to be unaffected by E-?eld 
poling. Another approach is the employment of a photovol 
taic type of reaction With an applied E-?eld, the reaction 
established With either an applied Wavelength radiation 
beam or through an interference pattern established With at 
least tWo applied Wavelength radiation beams. Another 
approach is the employment of a stepped edge electrode in 
combination With either planar electrodes, or patterned elec 
trodes or patterned masking. Another approach is the 
employment of an applied acoustic ?eld to set up a poling 
pattern and application of an applied E-?eld. The preferred 
approach is the application of an applied E-?eld through the 
employment of a spatially disposed insulator pattern on the 
crystal Z_ surface over Which a liquid electrode is applied 
and a planar liquid electrode is applied to the crystal Z+ 
surface. The types of patterning that are disclosed, substan 
tially in all cases, do not rely on a plurality of spatially 
disposed conductive electrodes to be the primary basis for 
forming a given electrode pattern. The employment of 
planar-applied liquid electrodes is preferred eliminating any 
necessity of removing previously deposited metal elec 
trodes. 

Other objects and attainments together With a fuller 
understanding of the invention Will become apparent and 
appreciated by referring to the folloWing description and 
claims taken in conjunction With the accompanying draW 
mgs. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1A—1C are a schematic illustration of a ?rst 
embodiment of this invention for forming a periodic poled 
ferroelectric crystal by providing a pattern of desensitiZed, 
non-invertable regions on one of the Z-axis surfaces and 
employing planar electrodes on opposite Z surfaces With an 
applied electric ?eld. 

FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematic illustrations of a second 
embodiment of this invention for forming a periodic poled 
ferroelectric crystal using principles of optical interference 
and an applied electric ?eld. 

FIGS. 3A and 3B are schematic illustrations of a third 
embodiment of this invention for forming a periodic poled 
ferroelectric crystal using principles of optical standing 
Wave pattern and an applied electric ?eld. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of a fourth embodiment 
of this invention for forming a periodic poled ferroelectric 
crystal using principles of optical heating and an applied 
electric ?eld. 

FIG. 5 together With more detail FIGS. 5A—5C are 
schematic illustrations of a ?fth embodiment of this inven 
tion for forming a periodic poled ferroelectric crystal 
employing a stepped edge electrode and an applied electric 
?eld. 

FIGS. 6A and 6B are schematic illustrations of a sixth 
embodiment of this invention for forming a periodic poled 
ferroelectric crystal employing a stepped edge electrode 
respectively With an electrode pattern or an insulator pattern 
and an applied electric ?eld. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of a seventh embodiment 
of this invention for forming a periodic poled ferroelectric 
crystal employing an applied acoustic ?eld and an applied 
electric ?eld. 
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FIGS. 8A—8E are a series of schematic illustrations of an 
eighth embodiment of this invention showing the steps 
employed to produce a frequency conversion device by 
means of high voltage E-?eld induced poling using liquid 
electrodes and a spatial insulator pattern applied to one of Z 
surfaces of the crystal. 

FIG. 9 is a schematic of an electrical circuit to accomplish 
the electric ?eld poling according to this invention. 

FIG. 10 is a graphic illustration of the applied voltage 
over time to accomplish the electric ?eld poling in accor 
dance With the electrical circuit shoWn in FIG. 9. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

I. Periodic Electric Field Poling Using Planar Electrodes 
Reference is made to FIGS. 1—6 disclosing alternative 

means and methods for forming periodic poled ferroelectric 
crystals. Several basic alternatives are disclosed. FIGS. 
1A—1C discloses an approach Where a pattern of regions is 
formed that are non-effected by an applied electric ?eld, i.e., 
they are desensitiZed to an applied electric ?eld thereby 
providing for poling regions betWeen the non-invertable 
regions to form the periodic inverted domains. Periodic or 
spatially disposed metal electrodes for applying the electric 
?eld need not be formed and later removed from the Z axis 
surface of the crystal plate. FIGS. 2—4 disclose approaches 
Where a pattern of inverted domains is formed by means of 
radiation application employing a photovoltaic type of reac 
tion. FIGS. 5 and 6 disclose approaches Where a pattern of 
inverted domains is formed by means of a stepped edge 
electrode in combination With either planar electrodes, or 
patterned electrodes or patterned masking. The approaches 
of FIGS. 1 and 5 may be combined as a further alternative 
poling approach. FIG. 7 discloses an approach Where a 
pattern of inverted domains is formed by means of an 
applied acoustic ?eld. Finally, FIGS. 8A—8F disclose an 
approach Where a pattern of insulator regions is formed over 
Which a single liquid electrode is applied to form inverted 
domains betWeen the insulator regions. 

With the exception of FIG. 6A embodiment, all embodi 
ments of FIGS. 1—8 employ planar electrode con?gurations 
so that there is no necessity in the practice of this invention 
to provide a given conductive electrode pattern on either of 
the major Z surfaces of the ferroelectric crystal to be E-?eld 
poled. 

With reference to the description in connection With each 
of the embodiments, a three-axis coordinate system is uti 
liZed to render clearly the described directions in the accom 
panying description of the embodiments. Relative to a linear 
frequency conversion device, this orientation is as folloWs. 
The longitudinal direction (X axis) is the direction of propa 
gating radiation Within the fabricated Waveguide or 
Waveguide bulk of the nonlinear crystal. The lateral direc 
tion (y axis) is perpendicular to the longitudinal direction, 
extends in a horiZontal direction and is parallel With the 
elongated extent of the inverted domains. The transverse 
direction (Z axis) is perpendicular to the longitudinal 
direction, extends in a vertical direction and is along the Z 
crystal axis of the crystal bulk. The x, y, Z coordinates are 
shoWn in connection With the ?gures, as referenced in the 
folloWing described embodiments. 

Reference is noW made to FIGS. 1A to 1C illustrating a 
?rst embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 1A, there is 
shoWn a ferroelectric crystal plate 10, such as LiNbO3, 
LiTaO3 and KTP having a uniform spontaneous polariZation 
direction indicated by arroW 11 along or parallel With the Z 
axis of the crystal. The double-headed arroW, therefore, 
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6 
means that the direction of spontaneous polariZation could 
lie initially in either direction. In order to create regions or 
domains of opposite signs of nonlinear coefficients, periodic 
non-invertable regions 12 matching the desired periodicity 
are formed in crystal plate 10, i.e., they form a pattern Which 
is usually periodic With a period corresponding to tWo times 
the coherence length of the nonlinear optical interaction for 
the frequency conversion application for Which crystal plate 
10 is intended. Regions 12 affect the crystal such that these 
are non-invertable in polariZation. To be noted is that the 
vertical bulk thickness beloW regions 12 is prevented from 
spontaneous polariZation changes either because these 
regions have already been inverted previously to have a 
different spontaneous polariZation, or because they are ren 
dered to have no spontaneous polariZation (i.e., are 
paraelectric). Regions 12 are achieved through various treat 
ment approaches, such as by proton exchange, diffusion, 
heavy ion implantation or by rendering at least the surface 
areas of these regions in an amorphous state. An example of 
a dopant to inhibit such domain reversal in regions 12 may 
be the diffusion of Ti, Mg or Zn. 

After formation of regions 12, planar electrodes 14 and 16 
are applied to opposite major Z surfaces of crystal plate 10, 
as illustrated in FIG. 1B. These electrodes are preferably 
liquid electrodes applied to the major Z surfaces of ferro 
electric crystal plate 10, as taught in the article of Jonas 
Webjorn et al., Quasi-Phase-Matched Blue Light Generation 
in Bulk Lithium Niobate, Electrically Poled via Periodic 
Liquid Electrodes, Electronic Letters, Vol. 30(11), pp. 
894—895, May 26, 1994, Which is incorporated in this 
disclosure by reference thereto. Filter paper is soaked With 
a solution of LiCl in Water and is pressed onto the surfaces 
of the crystal over the formed non-invertable regions 12. The 
electrodes are maintained in position With plate 10 by means 
of clamping, and a high voltage is applied across liquid 
electrodes 14, 16 such as by means of the circuit shoWn in 
FIG. 9, Which circuit Will be explained in greater detail later. 
Typically, high voltage pulses are applied to the electrodes, 
such as from one 1 to 10 such pulses, each having a duration, 
for example, in the range of betWeen about 0.1 ms to about 
10 ms. The operation is carried out at preferably room 
temperature because of ease of manufacture and, in any 
case, around room temperature (i.e., betWeen 1° C. and 100° 
C.) and the applied poling voltage may be in the range of 500 
V to 10 kV ( ?led strengths of 1 kV/mm to 25 kV/mm) 
depending upon thickness of crystal plate 10 as Well as the 
particular nonlinear material employed. The induced E-?eld 
poling action is indicated in FIG. 1B. The domains of 
inverted polariZation, indicated by arroWs 19, groW from one 
face of the crystal to the opposite face of the crystal. Charge 
transfer through the non-inverted regions 12 is not possible 
so that inverted domains beneath these regions are prevented 
from being created and remain With their original sponta 
neous polariZation as indicated by arroWs 13. The result 
from E-?eld poling is illustrated in FIG. 1C Wherein regions 
19 of crystal plate 10, not sensitiZed to non-invertable 
spontaneous polariZation are inverted forming periodic 
inverted domains 17 having opposite spontaneous polariZa 
tion as indicated by arroWs 19. Crystal plates 10 formed With 
regions that are inverted entirely through the crystal bulk can 
be utiliZed for both bulk or Waveguide nonlinear optics 
applications. If the preparation of non-inverted regions 12 
cause some undesirable changes to portions of the crystal 
refractive index or to its nonlinearity properties, the longi 
tudinal Waveguide structure, formed along the longitudinal 
direction, can be alternatively created in the opposite major 
face of the crystal. 
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Reference is noW made to the second embodiment of this 
invention illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B. Crystal plate 10 is 
provide With tWo planar electrodes Wherein planar electrode 
20 is a transparent electrode, such as ITO, and planar 
electrode 22 may be a liquid electrode as in the case of 
electrodes 14, 16 in FIG. 1B. An optical ?eld is established 
comprising tWo collimated beams of light, for example, tWo 
laser beams K1 and 22, Which are introduced through trans 
parent electrode 20 in an angular relationship to form an 
interference pattern at the surface in the Z plane of crystal 
plate 10. The tWo interfering beams K1 and 22 form an 
optical illumination on the top surface 23 of plate 10 Which 
is sinusoidal in one direction, i.e., the X direction, and forms 
optical variation line intensities in the y direction so that 
some regions 25 of the beam on surface 23 Will interfere 
additively thereby heating up the surface to a greater eXtent 
than regions 27 Where the tWo beams interfere destructively. 
The locally additive optical ?elds at 25 introduce local 
heating Which locally enhances E-?eld poling thereby cre 
ating a periodically poled crystal When the high voltage ?eld 
is applied to crystal plate 10 via planar electrodes 20 and 22. 
This technique of induced poling by employment of an 
optical interference pattern is also disclosed in the article of 
Anthony S. KeWitsch et al., entitled, “Tunable Quasi-Phase 
Matching Using Dynamic Ferroelectric Domain Gratings 
Induced by Photorefractive Space-Charge Fields”, Applied 
Physics Letters, Vol. 64(23), pp. 3068—3070, Jun. 6, 1994, 
Which is incorporated herein by reference thereto. Pulsing of 
the optical interfering illumination Will further provide for 
better temperature modulation. Alternatively, a hologram or 
other phase mask may be employed to periodically change 
or vary the sinusoidal illumination to provide for other 
optical beam surface interference patterns, such as a square 
Wave modulation pattern. As a further alternative, a thin top 
black stripe pattern comprising a plurality of spatially dis 
posed black strips of light absorbing material may be formed 
on surface 23, With the stripes extending parallel With the 
transverse direction, to coincide With the formed optical 
interference pattern for improving the thermal gradient 
established at surface 23. 
Upon establishment of interference pattern 24, E-?eld 

poling is applied to plate 10 by the application of a high 
voltage across the plate, such as by means of the circuit 
shoWn in FIG. 9, to form inverted domains 26. Typically, 
high voltage pulses are applied to the electrodes, such as 
from about one 1 to 10 such pulses each having a time 
duration in the range betWeen about 0.1 ms to about 10 ms. 
The operation is carried out at room temperature and the 
applied poling voltage is in the range of 4 kV to 10 kV 
depending, in part, upon thickness of crystal plate 10. The 
domains of inverted polariZation groW from one face of the 
crystal to the opposite face of the crystal. In the case of 
employing a pulsed optical interfering illumination pattern, 
the high voltage may be pulse synchroniZed With pulsation 
of the applied interfering optical ?eld 24. 

Reference is noW made to the third embodiment of this 
invention shoWn in FIGS. 3A and 3B. In this embodiment, 
the pattern of periodic inverted domains is established by 
forming a standing optical Wave along a bulk surface portion 
30 of crystal plate 10. As shoWn in FIG. 3A, a mirror surface 
33 is formed at an opposite end of plate 10. Mirror 33 may 
be a deposited metal layer or a plurality of deposited layers 
to form a high re?ecting surface highly re?ective of 
wavelength, 7», of light re?ected. Different Wavelengths, 7», 
Will provide for different periods of standing Waves and, 
correspondingly, different periods of poled domains. Laser 
32 is focused at the other end of plate 10 through surface 
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region 35 of plate 10, and the re?ected light from mirror 33 
forms a periodic standing Wave pattern 34 in region 35. As 
in the case of the previous embodiment, the pattern is 
sinusoidal in one direction, i.e., the longitudinal direction, 
and spatially forms optical variation line intensities in the y 
direction. HoWever, the standing Wave provides a pattern 
that affects the distribution of the applied high voltage ?eld. 
A high voltage is applied in manner as eXplained in con 
nection With the tWo previous embodiments, via planar, full 
surface electrodes 36 and 38, Which may be liquid elec 
trodes. Crystal plate 10 is, then, poled corresponding to the 
periodicity of the optical standing Wave pattern 34. As a 
result, inverted domains 37, i.e., having inverted spontane 
ous polariZation, are created according to optical standing 
Wave pattern 34 corresponding to the desired nonlinear 
conversion pattern. 

Reference is noW made to the fourth embodiment of this 
invention illustrated in FIG. 4. This embodiment is a varia 
tion of the E-?eld poling embodiment of FIG. 2. Crystal 
plate 10 is poled through the employment of cylinder lens 40 
and planar electrodes 42 and 44 to apply a high voltage to 
plate 10 such as by means of the circuit shoWn in FIG. 9. 
Electrode 42 is a transparent electrode, such as made from 
ITO. Electrode 44 may be a liquid electrode as disclosed in 
the embodiment of FIG. 8. An optical beam, such as a 
collimated beam or laser bar beam, is shaped by cylinder 
lens 40 to form an optical line source 46 directed into the 
surface of the Z plane of crystal plate 10. The poWer density 
in this embodiment is much greater than in the case of the 
FIG. 2 embodiment since the line beam 46 is focused to a 
much smaller area along the transverse direction. Lens 40 
and its optical poWer source (not shoWn) may be on a 
platform that is stepped across the surface of plate 10 or, 
alternatively, crystal plate 10 may be stepped to form the 
inverted domain regions 48 corresponding to the nonlinear 
pattern to be formed in crystal plate 10. 
As in the case of the second embodiment, the optical ?eld 

may be cW or pulsed to match the pulse period of the applied 
high voltage electric ?eld. An advantage of this embodiment 
is that the periodicity of domains 48 and/or the Width of 
domains 48 may be varied across plate 10 in the longitudinal 
direction to alloW for optimiZation of frequency conversion 
along the Wavelength conversion tuning curve so that ef? 
ciency of frequency conversion may be selected as a tradeoff 
for Wavelength bandWidth selection. 

Reference is noW made to the ?fth embodiment of this 
invention illustrated in FIG. 5. In this embodiment, a peri 
odically poled crystal plate 10 is formed With the employ 
ment of electrodes 50, 52 Where electrode 50 comprises an 
electrical conductive material. Counter electrode 52 may be 
a liquid electrode as in the case of previous embodiments. To 
accomplish E-?eld poling, plate 10 along With electrode 52 
is moved relative to electrode 50, e.g., planar electrode 50 
may be moved relative to plate 10 in the longitudinal 
direction indicated by arroW 56, in a stepped fashion With a 
high voltage applied ?eld to form inverted domains 58, or 
plate 10 With planar electrode 52 may be moved together in 
the opposite longitudinal direction indicated by arroW 54, in 
a stepped fashion With a high voltage applied ?eld to form 
inverted domains 58. In either case, a large electric ?eld is 
established at the edge 50A of electrode 50 Which penetrates 
the crystal bulk, as illustrated at 50B in Fig, 5A, forming a 
poled domain 58. Multiple, spatial domains in the X direc 
tion are formed by repetition of the stepped movement With 
the applied ?eld process. Again, the circuit of FIG. 9 may be 
employed for the E-?eld poling process. While the edge 50A 
of electrode 50 is suf?cient, a shaped edge may be applied 
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to electrode edge 50A, as illustrated in FIGS. 5B and 5C. In 
FIG. 5B, a ?at planar ridge 57 extending in the transverse 
direction is formed at electrode edge 50A. In FIG. 5C, a 
pointed edge 59 extending in the transverse direction is 
formed at electrode edge 50A. 

Reference is noW made to FIGS. 6A and 6B Which 
illustrates a sixth embodiment of his invention, Which is an 
alternative to the ?fth embodiment of FIG. 5. In FIG. 6A, 
crystal plate 10 has formed on the surface of the Z plane a 
plurality of conductive stripe electrodes 62 extending in the 
transverse direction. The pattern of electrodes 62 is formed 
in a conventional manner employing photolithography. 
These electrode may be, for example, Al. The pattern period 
is established according to the desired nonlinear periodicity 
for crystal plate 10. The poling process utiliZed is the 
stepped edge electrode process illustrated in the FIG. 5 
Wherein electrode 64 is stepped in the longitudinal direction, 
as indicated by arroW 68, While a pulsed high voltage 
electric ?eld is applied via the circuit of FIG. 9. To be noted 
is that the high voltage ?eld is applied from the bottom face 
of crystal plate comprising, for example, the Z_ face, to 
minimiZe nucleation of domain sites in regions 66 under 
going polariZation inversion. By employing a de?nitive 
pattern of electrodes 62, sharp side Wall domains can be 
created through the crystal bulk. 

In FIG. 6B, a planar liquid electrode 65 is employed 
instead of a plurality of conductive electrodes 62. Aplurality 
of insulator regions 63 are formed in a pattern extending in 
the transverse direction according to the desired nonlinear 
periodicity for plate 10. Next, a liquid electrode 56 is applied 
over the surface of patterned insulator stripe regions 63 in 
the manner as explained in connection With the embodi 
ments of FIG. 8. The poling process utiliZed is the stepped 
edge electrode process illustrated in the FIG. 5, Wherein 
electrode 64 is stepped in the y direction, as indicated by 
arroW 68, While a pulsed high voltage electric ?eld is applied 
via the circuit of FIG. 9. The high voltage ?eld may be 
applied from the Z_ face of crystal plate to minimiZe 
nucleation of domain sites in regions 66 undergoing polar 
iZation inversion. By employing a de?nitive pattern of 
insulator regions 63, sharp side Wall domains can be created 
through the crystal bulk through the application of liquid 
electrode 56. 

Reference is noW made to FIG. 7 illustrating a seventh 
embodiment of this invention. This embodiment is similar to 
the third embodiment in that a standing Wave 74 is created 
in the upper region 71 of crystal plate 10. HoWever, the 
standing Wave is not an optical Wave derived from an optical 
source but rather is derived from an acoustical source 72 
creating an acoustical standing Wave 74 Within the crystal 
boundary of region 71. Acoustical standing Wave 74 creates 
local variations in the total applied electric ?eld along the 
longitudinal direction through the employment of the pieZo 
optic effect. Again, the circuit of FIG. 9 may be used to apply 
the high voltage E-?eld for poling. The domains of inverted 
polariZation groW from one face of the crystal to the opposite 
face of the crystal as indicated by arroWs 75. The acoustical 
?eld may be pulse in synchroniZation With the pulsation of 
the applied high voltage ?eld. 

In connection With each of the foregoing embodiments as 
Well as the embodiment of FIG. 8, to be described next, it is 
in the scope of this invention to employ a modulation of the 
inverted domains in crystal plate 10 that does not possess 
continuously alternating domains Where they have 
continuous, opposite spontaneous polariZation direction. 
Alternatively, a Barker code modulation of the grating 
formed may be utiliZed as taught by Moshe NaZarathy et al. 
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in the article entitled, “Spread-Spectrum Nonlinear Optical 
Interactions: Quasi-Phase Matching With Pseudorandom 
Polarity Reversals”, Optical Letters, Vol. 12(10), pp. 
823—825, October, 1987, Which is incorporated into this 
disclosure by reference thereto. 
II. Fabrication of Periodic Electric Field Poled Crystals 
Using Liquid Electrodes 

Reference is noW made to a fabrication process for 
periodically poled ferroelectric crystals, such as for forming 
lithium niobate Waveguides, With respect to the embodiment 
shoWn in FIGS. 8A—8F. The periodic poling is achieved by 
subjecting a Z-cut crystal substrate to high-voltage pulses via 
the employment of liquid electrodes as set forth in the article 
of Jonas Webjorn et al., Quasi-Phase-Matched Blue Light 
Generation in Bulk Lithium Niobate, Electrically Poled via 
Periodic Liquid Electrodes, Electronic Letters, Vol. 30(11), 
pp. 894—895, May 26, 1994, Which is incorporated in this 
disclosure by reference thereto. First, a LiNbO3 (LN) crystal 
plate 10, having a common spontaneous polariZation direc 
tion 87, is prepared for the poling process relative to the Z 
surface side. HoWever, process can also easily be carried out 
from the Z+ face. The Z_ surface is preferred because it has 
been found that improved vertical Wall domain resolution is 
achieved With E-?eld poling through the Z_ face rather than 
the Z+ face. First, a ?ducial (alignment mark) pattern is 
formed on the Z_ face LN plate 10. The pattern is generally 
formed along the boundary regions of the plate. The pattern 
is formed using conventional photolithography techniques 
employing a photoresist forming exposed ?ducial areas 
Which subsequently receive an optically discernible 
material, such as Ti, Which adheres Well to the crystal plate 
surface. The process used to deposit the Ti ?ducial pattern 
may be CVD or by sputtering. After formation of the ?ducial 
pattern, liftoff of the photoresist is accomplished. 

Once the ?ducial pattern is formed, multiple grating 
patterns are formed over the Z_ face surface of plate 10 With 
the aid of the ?ducial marks since the subsequently formed 
inverted domains are not optically visible, i.e., the ?ducial 
marks become the guide for the location and placement of 
the subsequently formed, invisible domain patterns formed 
in crystal plate 10 using conventional photolithography 
techniques, as explained beloW, as Well as the location and 
alignment for the subsequent formation of Waveguides 
Within the formed grating pattern boundaries. To be noted 
that FIGS. 8A—8E illustrate the transverse cross section 
through only one such grating pattern and resulting domain 
pattern formed on crystal plate 10. 

In the article of K. MiZuuchi et al., entitled “Harmonic 
Blue Light generation in Bulk Periodically poled LiTaO3”, 
Applied Physics Letters, Vol. 66(22), pp. 2943—1945, May 
29, 1995, the author’s contend that inverted domain nuclei 
appear on the Z+ face during the application of the electric 
?eld and the nuclei extend in a broadening manner in both 
forWard and side groWth into the crystal bulk. We have 
found, hoWever, that by applying the patterning to the Z 
face of the crystal, this nuclei broadening affect can be 
someWhat suppressed. 

Next, as shoWn in conjunction With FIG. 8A, a photoresist 
layer is formed on the Z_ face and, employing conventional 
photolithography techniques With exposure and 
development, a photoresist pattern 80 is formed on the 
surface of crystal plate 10 having a periodicity or grating 
period desired for the inverted domains corresponding to the 
particular frequency mixing application. The pattern stripes 
80 extend in the y direction. The thickness of the formed 
pattern 80 should be suf?cient to prevent dielectric 
breakdoWn, Which may be, for example, a photoresist thick 
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ness in excess of 1 pm. The important point is that the 
establishment of any ?eld through regions covered by pat 
tern 80 should be maintained beloW the critical voltage, VC, 
for bring on inversion of the particular crystal spontaneous 
polariZation. As previously indicated, We have discovered 
that the patterning of the photoresist layer is preferably 
accomplished on the Z_ face of crystal plate 10 because there 
is less tendency for migration in the X direction of the 
inversion boundary, due to E-?eld poling, much beyond the 
pattern edges of photoresist pattern 80. 

Alternatively, a dual layer pattern shoWn in FIG. 8B may 
be formed for the purpose of assuring good insulating 
properties for shielding the non-inverting regions to be 
formed from the high voltage applied ?eld, at least from 
being subjected to a ?eld, either cW or pulsed, in excess of 
the critical voltage, VC, required for a change in spontaneous 
polariZation. Also, the dual layer improves the dielectric 
strength of the insulator pattern contributing to improvement 
of the domain pattern formation. In FIG. 8B, the ?rst pattern 
82 is of a highly insulating material, such as SiO2, Which can 
be easily deposited by CVD after forming a photoresist 
pattern With the desired periodicity. The second pattern is 
photoresist pattern 80 aligned on the ?rst pattern 82. 

Once the proper insulator pattern corresponding to the 
desired grating periodicity has been formed, liquid planar 
electrodes are prepared and applied to both the Z_ and Z+ 
faces of crystal 10 in the manner described in the above 
incorporated Jonas Webjorn et al. article. In particular, ?lter 
paper is soaked in a solution of LiCl mixed in Water and the 
soaked, conductive paper is applied or pressed onto both the 
Z_ and Z+ crystal surfaces, as illustrated in FIG. 8C, forming 
liquid conductive electrodes 86 and 88. Thus, the periodicity 
for the E-?eld is given by photoresist pattern 80 on the Z 
face of crystal plate 10. The resist regions 80 insulate the 
covered portions of crystal 10 from the conductive liquid 
electrode thereby preventing spontaneous polariZation 
inversion in these regions of the crystal, Which regions are 
indicated at 87 in FIG. 8C. 

With the formation of liquid electrodes 86 and 88, the 
E-?eld poling is carried out at room temperature employing 
the high voltage circuit shoWn in FIG. 9. In reference to FIG. 
9, high voltage dc source, HV, is coupled across the liquid 
electrodes 86 and 88 of LN crystal 10 via solid state sWitch 
device 90. Device 90 provides for the application of high 
voltage pulses to Z surface patterned crystal 10 via series 
resistor 92. The resistance of resistor 94 may be, for 
example, in excess of 100 M9 and the capacitance of 
capacitor 96 may be, for example, 20 nF. Capacitor 96 
provides for voltage stabiliZation on the input side of sWitch 
device 90 so that a high voltage With a large current can be 
delivered to LN plate 10 When sWitch device 90 is closed. 
There may also be resistance in parallel With capacitor 96 to 
dissipate the charge on capacitor 96 When sWitch device 90 
is in an open state or When the poling process is completed 
in preparation of removal of LN plate from the circuit. The 
capacitance across LN crystal 10 may be in the range of 
about 100 pF to 200 pF so that When the applied high voltage 
is sWitched off via device 90, the voltage across LN crystal 
10 Will discharge through resistor 94 permitting safe 
removal of LN plate 10 from the circuit. This discharge is 
illustrated in FIG. 10 Wherein the application of single 
poling pulse is shoWn, although a series of such pulses may 
be actually applied. The applied voltage must be higher than 
the critical voltage, VC, Which is the voltage required to 
invert the spontaneous polariZation of the particular crystal. 
In FIG. 10, solid curve 100 is an example of an applied high 
voltage pulse. As an example, the pulse above VC, is applied 
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for about 1 ms by closure of sWitch 90, illustrated in FIG. 10 
at 100A, after Which the pulse is terminated by opening 
sWitch 90. The applied time of pulse 100A may be in the 
range of about 0.1 ms to about 10 ms. Generally, 2 to four 
or more such pulses may be applied and monitored to 
determine the extent of inversion With the aid of an moni 
toring device such as an oscilloscope. 
As previously indicated, a high voltage remains across 

LN crystal 10 because the crystal functions like a capacitor. 
This voltage is then discharged from crystal 10 through 
resistor 94, Which discharge in a manner illustrated in FIG. 
10 at curve portion 100B. Without resistor 94, the discharge 
Would not so occur and the high voltage Would remain on 
LN crystal 10 for a longer period of time before natural 
decay of the charge on plate 10. The resistance of resistor 94 
should be large enough so that the decay voltage on the 
crystal alloWs inverted domains 84 to stabiliZe in their 
induced spontaneous polariZation state. 
As a particular example of frequency mixing elements, 

crystal plate 10 of LiNbO3, after it is cut up into frequency 
conversion bars, may be about 12 mm long and 0.2 mm thick 
With a period of 9 pm providing a domain Width of 4.5 pm. 
As an example, the applied voltage may be in the range of 
about 1 kV to about 10 kV or higher relative to plate 
thicknesses in the range of about 50 pm to 0.5 mm, With 
pulses having durations in the range of about 0.1 ms to about 
10 ms, as previously indicated. As a more speci?c example, 
the voltage may be at least 2 kV for a crystal plate about 100 
pm thick Which is an applied voltage of 200 kV per 
centimeter. Such high voltage levels Were not bene?cially 
utiliZed previously until Webjorn et al. and Burns et al., 
supra. For a 7 mil thick crystal plate, VC is just beloW about 
4 kV. The range of the applied electric ?eld falls With several 
kV per cm to several 100 kV per cm, Which is higher than 
previously anticipated in the prior art. 

It is preferred that the E-?eld be applied in monotonically 
increasing voltage steps during the application of one or 
more pulses or during cW operation over a limited duration. 
For example, the ?rst applied voltage step may be about 1 
kV to insure that the circuit is properly behaving, i.e., that 
there are no electrode shorts or other malfunctions, and 
provide for any initial high voltage capacitive discharge, i.e., 
a capacitive spike, to occur. Then, the applied voltage is 
increased in incremental steps of about 2 kV, 3 kV, and 4 kV 
pulses. At this point, one or more 4 kV pulses may be applied 
in a manner illustrated in FIG. 10 to complete domain 
inversion of regions 84. 
At the beginning of the ?rst applied pulse, thin needle 

shaped domains Will appear in several places over the 
surface of crystal plate 10. These domains progress straight 
through the crystal to the opposite side thereby maintaining 
an orientation of the inverted domain Walls parallel to the Z 
axis of the crystal, Which means that the formed Walls have 
no charge and, therefore, are at a minimum energy level. 
From these nucleation points, the domains Will groW side 
Ways or laterally until the pattern representing the domain 
region is completely ?lled. If very narroW domains 84 are 
formed, i.e., domains of small periodicity, they can only 
propagate side by side over a relatively short lateral distance 
before they begin to merge or run together Thus the tolerable 
distance that is dependent on the grating period must be 
limited to a distance Which, if exceeded, Will bring about the 
merging or running together of domains in adjacently 
formed domains. Therefore, the Width of the grating or 
pattern 85 is limited by the onset of this domain emerging 
process. At present, 8 pm Wide (transverse) gratings relative 
to a 3 pm period grating are the best formed domains 
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because the risk of the domains growing together is mini 
miZed due to the Wider grating pattern. FIG. 8E illustrates 
the formed pattern of inverted domains 87 having a period 
according to the high frequency to be created via QPM 
second harmonic generation. 
A more detailed explanation of the physical formation of 

inverted regions 84 is as folloWs. As the voltage is applied, 
the inversion generally extends ?rst from the edges 89, 
particularly the end edges of the exposed regions 85 of 
pattern 80 on the Z_ face. This is because the applied E-?eld 
is its strongest at electrode edges. In this case, the liquid 
electrode 86 is extending into the corner edges of the pattern 
Where the E-?eld Will be the strongest. As a result, the 
inversion Will generally occur in these edge regions extend 
ing through the crystal bulk to the opposite liquid electrode 
88 in thin needle-like domains, as mentioned above. Then, 
the inversion front noW established through the crystal bulk 
Will propagate laterally corresponding With exposed regions 
85 of the gratings through Which the E-?eld is applied, and 
extend in the y direction toWard the center and opposite side 
of these exposed regions. This propagation laterally in the y 
plane Within the crystal occurs at a sloWer rate than the 
initial propagation rate of the inversion through the crystal 
bulk in the Z direction to opposing electrode 88. Soon the 
propagation of inversion Will have extended across the full 
span of the surface of exposed regions 85 of the grating 
pattern. The formed inversion domains 84 Will also slightly 
extend beneath edges of insulator mask or pattern 80 as 
illustrated in FIG. 8C. 

The photoresist pattern 84 is not a perfect electrical 
isolator, Which causes the electric ?eld to spread under the 
edges of photoresist pattern 84. Therefore, the domains groW 
Wider than the periodic spacing formed by the photoresist 
pattern. It is therefore, preferred to use narroWed openings 
betWeen adjacent photoresist pattern stripes. As an example, 
the nominal Width of the mask pattern in the spacings may 
be 0.7 pm, Which is useful for domain periods doWn to about 
2 pm. The 0.7 pm lineWidth is the smallest feature siZe of our 
present photolithographic mask equipment. Therefore, even 
smaller line Widths can be achieved With photolithographic 
mask equipment possessing even smaller feature siZes. 

The limited RC time constant of photoresist pattern 84 
isolating of crystal plate 10 from liquid electrodes 86, 88 
results in the applied electric ?eld spreading further With 
time. The conductivity is such that the electric ?eld spreads 
beneath the edges of pattern 84 With a time constant on the 
order of several milliseconds. Therefore, the high voltage 
pulse duration should be limited to a millisecond range 
before the ?eld extends beyond the pattern edges. As an 
example, the photoresist thickness may be on the order of 
1.5 pm and the spacing betWeen edges in the longitudinal 
direction may be about 0.7 pm. This can result in an about 
2.3 pm longitudinally Wide inverted domains 84 via respec 
tive exposed surfaces 85, depending, of course, on the total 
applied charge via multiple electric ?eld pulses since a 
limited portion of the formed inversion Will propagate 
beneath the edges of the photoresist pattern 80. For the case 
of an 0.2 mm thick LiNbO3 crystal, four 2 ms pulses at peak 
voltages of 4 kV or higher completes the poling process for 
the above example. 
As previously indicated, created domains tend to reinvert 

immediately as the applied E-?eld is sWitched off. The 
inverted domains need to be held in place for a time period 
in the range of about 1 ms to about 10 ms in order to become 
stabiliZed, i.e., the domains Will fail to reinvert unless the 
crystal is subsequently subjected to either high temperatures 
approaching the Curie temperature of the crystal or to an 
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14 
applied high voltage ?eld. Therefore, the impedance of the 
poling circuit shoWn in FIG. 10 is of paramount importance 
to a successful poling process. The dc high-voltage supply, 
HV, ?rst charges capacitor 96. Then, device 90 pulses the 
voltage onto prepared LN crystal plate 10. A series resistor 
92 of about 136 kQ limits the current through LN crystal 10 
and a parallel resistor 94 of about 800 M9 provides a time 
constant of about 20 ms, Which provides a holding voltage 
of suf?cient duration to alloW the inverted domains to 
stabiliZe. As shoWn in FIG. 10, a duration of about 5 ms to 
15 ms should be suf?cient. 

In another aspect in the poling process of this 
embodiment, it should be noted that the timing of the pulses 
should be suf?ciently long to eliminate any possibility of 
dielectric breakdoWn of photoresist pattern 84. We have 
found that if the photoresist pattern is applied to the Z_ face, 
the tendency for such breakdoWn is further minimiZed. 

In further aspect of the poling process of this embodiment, 
the lateral length in the y direction of inverted domains is 
dependent upon the domain period, i.e., the spacing pro 
vided betWeen the domains and the duration of the applied 
pulses. If the total duration of applied ?eld and charge on the 
crystal exceeds a given amount for a given domain spacing 
or grating period, the domains in the y or lateral direction 
Will become Wavy or nonuniform and merge toWard one 
another. We have found that if the E-?eld is applied in a 
manner as disclosed in this embodiment, a laterally Wavy 
inversion pattern merging longitudinally toWard an adjacent 
inversion pattern in the x direction and connecting With an 
adjacent domain Will not begin to appear for lateral lengths 
in excess of about 8 pm to 10pm relative to a 3 pm period 
grating comprising 1.5 pm longitudinally Wide inversion 
domains 84 formed in a crystal plate 10 about 180 ,um thick. 
Since the Waveguide to be formed in the crystal should be 
about 4 pm Wide (lateral length), the 8 pm expanse of 
uniform inverted domain inversion regions is suf?cient for 
forming a nonlinear frequency conversion Waveguide. Of 
course, for longer grating periods, the lateral dimension of 
the gratings can be correspondingly longer. Thus, the largest 
aspect ratio of grating period or domain Width to crystal 
plate or medium thickness that can be achieved for practical 
application in this regard is about 1:500 or less. HoWever, 
from a practical point of vieW, to fabricate plates With an 
aspect ratio greater than 1:200 is difficult because it becomes 
increasingly dif?cult to form the domains through a thicker 
substrate. 

Another more re?ned but more expensive approach to 
control the formation of inverted domains 87 is the employ 
ment of a high voltage ampli?er having a loW impedance 
output. The ampli?er can be operated to provide different 
shaped E-?eld applied pulses. One such example is a pulse 
shape having a ?rst portion With a critical voltage above the 
coercive voltage of LN crystal 10, causing domain 
inversion, and a second portion having a voltage just beloW 
the coercive voltage of LN crystal 10, Which is not suf?cient 
for carrying on further inversion processes but is suf?cient 
to hold the inverted domains suf?ciently long enough, e.g., 
several ms, to permit their natural stabiliZation into their neW 
inverted spontaneous polariZation state. 
The circuit of FIG. 10 may optionally include resistor 98, 

Which may be of about 50 Q, for example, and is coupled 
betWeen LN crystal 10 and ground. The voltage across 
resistor 98 is utiliZed by storage oscilloscope 99 to deter 
mine the amount of current ?oWing through LN crystal 10 
for each applied E-?eld pulse. The integrated current trace 
provided by oscilloscope 99 provides the poling charge for 
each applied pulse, the total of Which represents the total 
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applied charge to the crystal plate. The poling process is 
terminated When an experimentally determined total target 
charge for a speci?c poling pattern 80 has been achieved. 
The total target charge is established through successive trial 
runs of E-?eld poling. For example, for lithium niobate, the 
unidirectional spontaneous polariZation charge is 0.7 nC per 
mm2. For LiTaO3 and KTP, the charge per square mm is 
smaller than for lithium niobate; and for KTP, it is about 
one-tenth less. The total charge required for inversion is not 
dependent upon the thickness but rather on the total surface 
area of the crystal plate 10 to be inverted via patterned 
exposed surfaces 85. In order to achieve inversion in lithium 
niobate, therefore, it takes 0.7 MC per mm2 charge to reduce 
spontaneous polariZation to Zero and another 0.7 nC per 
mm2 charge to reverse or invert the spontaneous polariZa 
tion. For a typical crystal plate 10, this may amount to as 
much as 5 MC requiring tWo pulses of 1 mA, each having a 
duration of 2.5 ms. In most cases it is preferred to employ 
tWo pulses or more rather than one long continuous pulse in 
order to exercise better control over the process and guard 
against the occurrence of unforeseen shorting and other 
malfunctions in the poling system as Well as observe to some 
extent the progress of the domain inversion process Without 
progressing to far causing undesirable domain inversion 
emergence. 

After E-?eld poling, the liquid electrodes are easily 
peeled off the crystal plate and the photoresist pattern 80 is 
removed by conventional procedures, such as With propanol 
and acetone. Plate 10 is then rinsed and dried to remove 
Water and LiCl residue from its surfaces. 

Prior to the step of proton exchange to form a Waveguide 
structure in crystal plate 10 inversion pattern 84, crystal 
strain, Which has been introduced into the crystal plate 
during E-?led poling, needs to be relieved. This crystal 
strain is caused by the application of high voltages, i.e., in 
the range of several tens of kV per cm to several hundreds 
of kV per cm, Which strain undesirably changes the refrac 
tive index properties of the crystal causing local birefrin 
gence. Strain relief renders the refractive index uniform 
again. Such relief is accomplished by annealing of the 
crystal prior to performing proton exchange to form a 
Waveguide structure in the x direction as shoWn in FIG. 8E. 
Alternatively, strain relief can be accomplished concurrently 
With the proton exchange since the temperature during that 
process is suf?ciently high to relieve the strain. HoWever, as 
a precautionary measure, it is preferred to relieve the strain 
prior to fabrication of the Waveguide. An example of this 
annealing step is the placement of crystal plate 10 in an 
annealing furnace for several hours, such as at least about 
tWo hours, at a temperature around 200° C. 

Next, as illustrated in FIG. SE, a Waveguide 89 is formed 
in the crystal plate 10 along a central portion of the formed 
inversion pattern 84, Which is one of the plurality of such 
patterns on plate 10, Which patterns may have lengths of 
about 12 mm or so. The proper placement of Waveguide 89 
can be achieved in each of the inversion patterns employing 
the previously formed ?ducial pattern. For simplicity, only 
one such Waveguide 89 is shoWn here. The Waveguides are 
formed according to proton exchange betWeen lithium ions 
and hydrogen ions as is knoWn in the art and taught in the 
disclosure of the article of Ka-Kha Wong entitled, “Inte 
grated Optical Waveguides and Devices Fabricated by Pro 
ton Exchange: A RevieW”, SPIE—Pr0ceea'ings 0f the Inte 
grated Optical Circuit Engineering VI, Vol. 993, pp. 13—25 
(1988), Which is incorporated herein by reference thereto. 
First, the Z_ face is selectively masked to form an exposed 
elongated region dissecting transversely, in particular per 
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16 
pendicular an substantially central of the formed inversion 
pattern. The masking material may be a metal, such as, Ti, 
Cr or Al, or may be a dielectric material such as SiO2. The 
process is carried out by employing a lithium-rich benZoic 
acid melt to provide for lithium-hydrogen exchange in the 
exposed patterned regions to form a Waveguide having a 
higher refractive index than the remaining area of the 
lithium niobate crystal covered by the mask. The depth of 
the Waveguide is determined by the amount of time over 
Which the exchange takes place and may be applied for a 
suf?cient duration to achieve a depth of less than one pm, 
such as 0.5 pm, to several microns. 
As indicated above, the strain relief may be carried out 

during this step because the proton exchange is carried out 
at a higher temperature of about 160° C., Which is suf?cient 
to bring about relief if the time period of proton exchange is 
suf?ciently long. 

After completion of the proton exchange, the individual 
frequency conversion Waveguide structures are cut from 
plate 10 using a diamond saW and the longitudinal end facets 
of each individual device are polished as is conventional in 
the art. 

Although the invention has been described in conjunction 
With one or more preferred embodiments, it Will be apparent 
to those skilled in the art that other alternatives, variations 
and modi?cations Will be apparent in light of the foregoing 
description as being Within the spirit and scope of the 
invention. Thus, the invention described herein is intended 
to embrace all such alternatives, variations and modi?ca 
tions that fall Within the spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of forming periodic inverted domains in a 

nonlinear medium comprising the steps of: 
forming spatially, disposed, regions on a ?rst major 

surface of the nonlinear medium replicating the peri 
odicity desired for the inverted domains; 

forming a region on an opposite second major surface of 
the nonlinear medium; and 

applying a high voltage electric ?eld for inverted domains 
resulting in a pattern of continuously alternating 
domains through the bulk thickness of the medium; 

the improvement comprising the step of controlling the 
rate discharge of stored voltage remaining on the non 
linear medium due to the applied electric ?eld to 
prevent domain reversal of the formed inverted 
domains. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step applying the 
electric ?eld is carried out at a temperature in the range of 
about 0° C. to about 100° C. 

3. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step applying the 
electric ?eld is carried out around room temperature. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein the formed regions on 
said ?rst major surface are formed by sensitiZing regions of 
the crystal on the ?rst major surface so as to be unaffected 
by the applied electric ?eld. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein the formed regions on 
said ?rst major surface are created by applying a liquid 
electrode pattern on the ?rst major surface replicating the 
periodicity desired for the inverted domains. 

6. The method of claims 5 Wherein the liquid electrode 
pattern comprises a moisturiZed conductive medium. 

7. The method of claim 6 Wherein said moisturiZed 
conductive medium comprises conductive ?lter paper 
soaked in a solution of LiCl mixed in Water. 

8. The method of claim 5 Wherein the region on the 
second major surface of the medium comprises a liquid 
electrode. 
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9. The method of claim 8 wherein the liquid electrodes 
comprise a moisturized conductive medium. 

10. The method of claim 9 Wherein said moisturiZed 
conductive medium comprises conductive ?lter paper 
soaked in a solution of LiCl miXed in Water. 

11. The method of claim 5 Wherein the formed regions on 
said ?rst major surface are created by ?rst forming a pattern 
of insulating regions on the ?rst major surface replicating 
the periodicity desired for the inverted domains; and 

applying a liquid electrode over the insulating region 
pattern. 

12. The method of claim 11 Wherein the liquid electrode 
comprises a moisturiZed conductive medium. 

13. The method of claim 12 Wherein said moisturiZed 
conductive medium comprises conductive ?lter paper 
soaked in a solution of LiCl miXed in Water. 

14. The method of claim 11 comprising the further steps 
of: 

applying a plurality of pulses to apply the electric ?eld; 
and 

timing the sequential application of the pulses to prevent 
dielectric breakdown of the insulating pattern. 

15. The method of claim 1 Wherein the medium comprises 
LiNbO3, LiTaO3 or KTP. 

16. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of applying 
an electric ?eld comprises at least one applied voltage pulse. 

17. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of applying 
an electric ?eld comprises applying a plurality of pulses 
each having a duration in the range of about 0.1 ms to about 
10 ms. 

18. The method of claim 17 Wherein the electric ?eld 
pulses are consecutively applied With increased voltage. 

19. The method of claim 17 comprising the further step of 
timing the sequential application of the pulses to prevent 
dielectric breakdoWn. 

20. The method of claim 1 Wherein the ?rst major surface 
comprises either Z_ or Z+ face of the nonlinear medium. 

21. The method of claim 1 comprising the further step of 
annealing the medium to relieve the medium of any crystal 
strain during the step of electric ?eld application. 

22. The method of claim 21 Wherein the step of annealing 
is carried out at a temperature around 200° C. for at least tWo 
hours. 

23. The method of claim 1 Wherein an aspect ratio of 
formed domains to medium thickness is about 1:200 or less. 

24. A nonlinear crystal medium for frequency conversion 
formed according to the method of claim 1. 

25. A light frequency converter system comprising a 
nonlinear crystal medium formed according to the method of 
claim 1. 

26. The method of claim 1 Wherein the step of applying 
a high voltage electric ?eld comprises an electric ?eld in the 
range of about several kilovolts per centimeter to about 
several 100 kilovolts per centimeter. 

27. A nonlinear frequency conversion device for quasi 
phase matching of an input radiation beam having a non 
linear medium fabricated according to the method of claim 
1. 

28. The device of claim 27 Wherein the nonlinear medium 
comprises LiNbO3, LiTaO3 or KTP. 

29. The device of claim 27 Wherein the nonlinear medium 
comprises a polymeric medium. 

30. A method of forming periodic inverted domains in a 
nonlinear medium comprising the steps of: 

forming spatially, disposed, regions on a ?rst major 
surface of the nonlinear medium replicating the peri 
odicity desired for the inverted domains; 
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18 
forming a region on an opposite second major surface of 

the nonlinear medium; and 
applying a high voltage electric ?eld for forming inverted 

domains resulting in a pattern of continuously alternat 
ing domains through the bulk thickness of the medium; 

the formed regions on said ?rst major surface being 
formed by photovoltaic type of reaction With the 
applied electric ?eld. 

31. The method of claim 30 Wherein the photovoltaic type 
of reaction is established by an radiation beam applied to the 
?rst major surface. 

32. The method of claim 30 Wherein the photovoltaic type 
of reaction is established by an interference pattern through 
at least tWo applied radiation beams applied to the ?rst 
surface. 

33. A method of forming periodic inverted domains in a 
nonlinear medium comprising the steps of: 

forming spatially disposed, regions on a ?rst major sur 
face of the nonlinear medium replicating the periodicity 
desired for the inverted domains, 

forming a region on an opposite second major surface of 
the nonlinear medium; 

applying a high voltage electric ?eld for forming inverted 
domains resulting in a pattern of continuously alternat 
ing domains through the bulk thickness of the medium; 

the improvement comprising the step of moving an edge 
electrode across the ?rst major surface While applying 
a periodic applied electric ?eld to establish the formed 
regions on said ?rst major surface. 

34. The method of claim 33 Wherein the step of applying 
a high voltage electric ?eld comprises an electric ?eld in the 
range of about several kilovolts per centimeter to about 
several 100 kilovolts per centimeter. 

35. A nonlinear frequency conversion device for quasi 
phase matching of an input radiation beam having a non 
linear medium fabricated according to the method of claim 
33. 

36. The device of claim 35 Wherein the nonlinear medium 
comprises LiNbO3, LiTaO3 or KTP. 

37. The device of claim 35 Wherein the nonlinear medium 
comprises a polymeric medium. 

38. A method of forming periodic inverted domains in a 
nonlinear medium comprising the steps of: 

forming spatially, disposed, regions on a ?rst major 
surface of the nonlinear medium replicating the peri 
odicity desired for the inverted domains; 

forming a region on an opposite second major surface of 
the nonlinear medium; 

applying a high voltage electric ?eld for forming inverted 
domains resulting in a pattern of continuously alternat 
ing domains through the bulk thickness of the medium; 

the improvement comprising the step of applying an 
acoustic ?eld across the ?rst major surface to set up the 
periodicity desired for the inverted domains and apply 
ing the electric ?eld to establish the formed regions on 
said ?rst major surface. 

39. The method of claim 38 Wherein the step of applying 
a high voltage electric ?eld comprises an electric ?eld in the 
range of about several kilovolts per centimeter to about 
several 100 kilovolts per centimeter. 

40. A nonlinear frequency conversion device for quasi 
phase matching of an input radiation beam having a non 
linear medium fabricated according to the method of claim 
38. 

41. The device of claim 40 Wherein the nonlinear medium 
comprises LiNbO3, LiTaO3 or KTP. 






